
One Step Checkout Magento 2 Extension

The One Step Checkout Magento 2 Extension simplifies the checkout process for


customers, reducing cart abandonment rates and improving user experience.

This user guide provides step-by-step instructions for


installing and configuring the extension.

What Does It Do?

Benefits Of One Step Checkout Magento 2 Extension

Conclusion

Streamlined Checkout Process:

Reduced Cart Abandonment:

Improved User Experience:

Increased Conversion Rates:

Customization Options:

Compatibility:

The One Step Checkout extension offers several benefits for both customers and


merchants:
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The extension combines multiple checkout steps into a single page, reducing the number of


clicks required to complete a purchase. This simplifies the checkout process and makes it


more efficient for customers.

By making the checkout process faster and more convenient, the extension can help reduce cart


abandonment rates. Customers are more likely to complete their purchase when the process is


quick and easy.

One Step Checkout provides a more user-friendly checkout experience compared to the default


Magento checkout. This can lead to higher customer satisfaction and repeat purchases.

The extension's streamlined checkout process and improved user experience can lead to higher


conversion rates. Customers are more likely to complete their purchase when the checkout


process is smooth and hassle-free.

The extension offers various customization options, allowing merchants to tailor the checkout


process to their specific needs. This includes the ability to add custom fields, enable/disable


certain checkout steps, and more.

One Step Checkout is compatible with various payment gateways and shipping methods,


making it easy to integrate into your existing ecommerce setup.

Installation

Download the zip file

Extract it and put into /app/code/

Open CLI in the Magento directory and Run Magento installation commands.
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php bin/magento setup:upgrade

php bin/magento setup:di:compile

php bin/magento setup:static-content:deploy

php bin/magento cache:clean

php bin/magento cache:flush
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CLI Commands

Go to Admin > Stores > Configuration > Vdcstore > One Page Checkout.

Enable/Disable

One step checkout extension will work if you select the enable option on this field.

You can add the checkout page title as per your need.

You can add the checkout page description as per your need.

If you want to enable guests to checkout and order the products, enable this

configuration.

If you want to add CMS Static Block to the header on the checkout page, You want to

enable this configuration.

Must you want to add the CMS Block identifier to display the CMS block on the

checkout page header.

If you want to add CMS Static Block to the footer on the checkout page, You want

to enable this configuration.

Must you want to add the CMS Block identifier to display the CMS block on the

checkout page header.

The One Step Checkout Magento 2 Extension streamlines the checkout process,

providing a seamless experience for customers and improving the overall

performance of your online store. Follow this user guide to install, configure,

and use the extension effectively.
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Backend system configuration

Checkout page title

Checkout description

Checkout description

Enable Top Static CMS Block

Top Static CMS Block Identifier

Enable Bottom Static CMS Block

Bottom Static CMS Block Identifier
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